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Hello!
To the girls and boys who have
joined the project Fun in the
Kitchen:
Cooking is an adventure. It is
a real art and lots of fun to put
together shortening, flour, and
sugar and turn out "yummy"
cookies. It's exciting to prepare
salads, vegetables and drinks for
a hearty family lunch.

The best part of this adventure
is preparing foods that your family and friends can eat and enjoy
with you.
Fun in the Kitchen is made up
of recipes you can make and
serve with pride. In this book you
will find instructions and hints
that will help you. Follow these
carefully and you will be the
favorite cook in your family and
voted tops by your gang.

This is what you will make or learn in Fun in the
Kitchen:
No. of Times

1. Cookies and Bars - - - 3
Snickerdoodles or peanut
butter
Drop cookies or sugar
cookies*
Date bars or brownies^
2. M i l k D r i n k s - - - - Cocoa syrup
Fruit nog*
Hot chocolate
Purple cow*

3

6. Table Etiquette
Table manners
Table setting for
family meals - - Serving refreshments

-

'Optional recipes and meetings.

1. Care and cleaning of refrigerator and range.

4. Sandwiches—hot and cold 2
"Sloppy Joe" hamburgers
"Snuggled" franks*
Simple sandwiches*
-

8. Foods for Health —
practiced with each food
prepared.
Other things you will learn:

3. Hot Quick Breads - - - 3
Biscuits
Waffles and pancakes*

5. Raw Vegetables
and Relishes -

7. Serving a Meal —
Picnic or Party -

- 2

3
2

2. Use and care of small equipment.
3. Washing dishes the 4-H way.
4. Keeping the kitchen in order.
5. Safety in learning to cook.
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Kitchen Rules for 4-H Cooks
You will want to read these
first few pages before you start.
Ask Mother about anything you
don't understand.
1. Be sure the clothes you wear
in the kitchen are clean and
ones that can be washed. You
may want to cover them with
a clean apron.
2. Wash your hands and be
sure your nails are clean.
Wipe your hands dry on a
paper towel or on a clean
hand towel.
3. Read the recipe carefully. Be
sure you understand what
you are to do before you
start.
4. Get out all the ingredients
and equipment for the recipe
you are going to use. Place
them on a tray or arrange
them on your work table.
Prepare all of the foods you
will need—that is, chop nuts,
melt fat, pit dates, etc.
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5. Have Mother or an older sister teach you how to use
your range.
6. Measure everything carefully
in standard measuring cups
and spoons.
7. Soak each piece of equipment as you finish using it.
Use hot water after sweets
and cold water after eggs
and flour. Wipe out greasy
dishes and pans with paper
toweling before washing.
8. Don't skip any directions.
9. Watch the clock when something is cooking or baking.
Be sure nothing burns. Set a
timer if your Mother has one.
10. Serve the food so it will look
and taste good.
Hint: It is usually better to place
oven racks in the center of the
oven for baking.

How to Measure Flour
Use nest of cups
1. Sift flour on to square of
wax paper.
2. Pile flour lightly into a cup.
A tablespoon or spatula is good
for this. Do not shake the cup as
you fill it. Pile the flour high into
the cup.
3. When flour is piled high,
level off with a straight edge of
spatula or knife. Push it off, don't
pack it down.

How to Measure Fats
Have fat at room temperature.
Pack firmly into correct measure
of nested cups. Level off with
straight-edged knife or spatula.
Hint: It is easier to measure fats
at room temperature.

How to Measure Sugar
1. Pack brown sugar firmly
into a cup so that when it is
turned out, the sugar holds its
shape.
2. Measure white sugar like
flour. Sift only if the sugar is
lumpy.

Hint: To measure VJ tablespoon,
measure one teaspoon and y$ teaspoon.
3 Teaspoons=l Tablespoon
16 Tablespoons=l Cup
2 Cups=-1 Pint
2 Pints=1 Quart

How to Measure Spoonfuls
Dip the spoon into the ingredients, level off top with straightedge of spatula or knife. Use tablespoon, teaspoon, y2 teaspoon
or Vi teaspoon.

How to Measure Liquids
Use a liquid measuring cup
which has a rim above the onecup mark. That's so you won't
spill the liquid. Set it on the table, and pour in the liquid. Now
bend down so your eyes are on
the level with the cup and you
can see the exact level of the
liquid.

Let's Learn to Wash Dishes
1. Soak cooking dishes immediately after using. Use hot water for sugar or grease. Use cold
water for milk, egg or flour.
2. Sort dishes of the same
kinds into stacks.
3. Make a good suds with hot
water and soap. If water is hard,

use a little water softener. Do not
let the bar of soap soak in the
dishpan because that wastes it
4. Stack the dishes on the
right of the dishpan. Put rinse
pan on the left. If you are lefthanded, you may find it easier to
work in the opposite direction.
5. Wash the dishes in the fol-
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lowing order: glassware, silver,
cups, saucers, plates, serving
dishes, cooking utensils.
6. After washing, rinse in very
hot water.
7. Drain in a rack to dry. In

very hard water, you may need
to dry silver with a clean tea
towel to prevent spotting.
8. Wipe the kitchen stove, tables, working surfaces, and clean
the sink thoroughly.

Safety In the Kitchen
1. Protect yourself with well- turned away from the front of
made pot holders that will keep the range.
you from getting burned.
3. High heat is not necessary
2. When cooking on top of when cooking on the surface of
range be sure all the handles are the range.

Foods For Health
It is just as important for you school, and other activities. Then
to know why you need to eat cer- another group of foods helps you
tain foods as it is for you to know build and keep strong bones,
how to prepare good tasting sound teeth, healthy skin and
hair and a well-developed body.
foods.
The third group of food helps
You need one group of foods regulate your body so you have
to furnish you energy so you can lots of pep and energy as well as
keep up with your pals in sports, helping you feel good every day.

The cookies and bars listed
here are mainly energy foods.
They will help build and regulate
the body, too.

7. Stir in the nuts.
8. In the small bowl mix the
granulated sugar and cinnamon.
9. Shape the dough into small
balls. Make the balls as nearly
the same size as possible.
SNICKERDOODLES
10. Roll the cookie balls in the
(Makes about 3 dozen small
sugar-cinnamon mixture and
cookies.)
place on an ungreased cookie
1/2 cup (one stick) butter or
sheet.
margarine
14 cup powdered sugar
11. Bake about 25 minutes.
1 teaspoon vanilla
When the cookies are done, they
1 cup sifted flour
will still be soft on top. Have
Yz cup finely chopped nuts
your leader help you decide when
2 tablespoons granulated sugar the cookies are done.
2 teaspoons cinnamon
12. Take from the oven. (Be
Equipment Needed
sure to use hot pads!) Remove
Set of metal measuring spoons
the cookies to a rack to cool. Use
Set of metal measuring cups
a spatula or small pancake turnMedium-sized mixing bowl
er to lift the cookies.
Small mixing bowl
Hint: Show your friends how to
Flour sifter
make cookies for after-school
Waxed paper
snacks.
Spatula
Wooden spoon
While the cookies are baking,
Chopping board and knife or nut
you
can clean up the dishes and
chopper
work
space. Perhaps you will
1 or 2 cookie sheets
want
to
wash the dishes now, or
Cooling racks
maybe
it
will be better to rinse
Hot pads
and stack them and wash them
1. Place the racks in the oven after you have served the cookies
at the right height.
and milk. Turn back to page 7
and
read about cleaning up and
2. Be sure that your hands
washing
dishes.
are clean — not just "pretty
clean/' but freshly washed.
While the cookies are cooling
3. Preheat oven to very slow pour the glasses of milk. Most of
you like plain milk. But it's best
(275° F.).
4. Let butter or margarine when it's cold, isn't it? Put the
stand in medium-sized mixing milk not used back into the rebowl at room temperature until frigerator. Remember to wipe
any drops of milk from the outquite soft.
side of the bottle or carton. Al5. Blend in powdered sugar ways cover milk. You don't want
and vanilla very well.
it to taste like the tomato juice
6. Slowly add the flour and or beef stew stored in the refrigerator.
mix well.

Before your next meeting, the dough in the refrigerator bemake and serve Snickerdoodles fore you try to shape it.)
at least once to your family or
7. Place on an ungreased
friends. Ask your mother when cookie sheet and flatten with the
you can make the cookies. Ask back of a fork.
her to help you use the oven.
8. Bake at 275° for 8 to 10
When you serve cookies and minutes until done. Be sure they
milk at home, see how attractive don't burn!
you can make them look. Use a
9. Remove from cookie sheet
pretty plate for the cookies, one and cool on rack. Store in covnot too big, and yet big enough. ered container.
Don't pile the cookies on any old
10. Follow the suggestion for
way. Arrange them to lcok at- cleaning the kitchen and serving
tractive.
the cookies as given for the
Hold the plate firmly, but don't Snickerdoodles.
touch the cookies when you are Hint: Molded cookies are mixed
passing them. (You'll wash your like the others you've made, but
hands before putting the cookies they are made of a slightly stiffer
on the plate, of course.)
dough so that you can shape or
mold them with your hands. Try
PEANUT BUTTER COOKIES
these! Always use fresh peanut
butter so your cookies will taste
(makes 2y2 dozen)
x
good.
/2 cup brown sugar, packed
firmly
SUGAR COOKIES
% cup white sugar
(makes 2 dozen)
V2 cup shortening, softened
V2 cup peanut butter
y2 cup shortening
1 egg
% cup sugar
1 cup sifted all-purpose flour
1 egg
1 teaspoon baking powder
2 tablespoons milk
y^ teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon vanilla
cups sifted all-purpose flour
NoSe: Equipment for Peanut But- iy>
1
/1 teaspoon baking powder
ter Cookies will be the same as
VL teaspoon salt
for Snickerdoodles.
Note: Equipment for Sugar Cook1. Set oven at 375° F.
2. In a bowl, mix together the ies will be the same as for Snickwhite sugar, brown sugar, short- erdoodles.
ening, peanut butter and stir un1. Mix together thoroughly
til well blended.
shortening, sugar and egg.
3. Add the egg and mix well.
2. Stir in milk and flavoring.
4. Sift the flour, baking pow3. Sift together flour, baking
der and salt together.
powder and salt and stir in above
5. Add to the shortening mix- mixture.
ture and stir until well blended.
4. Place rounded teaspoonfuls
6. Shape into balls, using a of cookie dough about 2 inches
rounded teaspoon of dough for apart on greased baking sheet
each. (If it's a warm day, chill
5. Let stand several minutes.

6. Use the bottom of a glass
with a slightly dampened cloth
over it to press dough into flat
rounds. Press down until dough
comes to edge of glass. (Dip the
glass lightly in water occasionally and pat on towel to take off
excess moisture.)
7. Sprinkle cookies with sugar.
8. Bake 7-8 minutes in hot
oven (450°).
9. Scoop cookies off baking
pan with spatula or egg turner.
10. Place on cooling rack.
11. When cooled, store in
cookie jar or tin.
12. F o l l o w r e c o m m e n d e d
method of cleaning dishes and
kitchen and for serving cookies.
OATMEAL DROP COOKIES

(makes 2y2 dozen)
1 cup sifted all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
y2 teaspoon salt
i/2 cup sugar
1 egg
1/2 teaspoon vanilla
14 cup shortening
i/4 cup milk
1 cup rolled oatmeal
1 cup raisins
(1/2 cup chopped nuts optional)
Note: Equipment for Oatmeal
Cookies will be same as for Snickerdoodles plus a liquid measuring
cup.
1. Set the oven at 375°.
2. Grease the cookie sheet
lightly.
3. Sift and measure the flour.
Measure the baking powder and
salt and sift with the flour.
4. Cream the fat in the bowl.
Add sugar and cream well.
5. Add the egg and beat well.

6. Add half t h e flour m i x t u r e
and blend for 1 minute.
7. A d d t h e milk and m i x in
well.
8. A d d t h e rest of t h e flour
and blend 1 minute.
9. A d d t h e oatmeal. Mix in.
Stir in t h e raisins. (Before adding, soak t h e m in h o t water for
a few m i n u t e s t o soften. Then d r y
between paper towels.)
10. Drop by teaspoonfuls on
cookie sheet.
11. B a k e a t 375° until done
(about 12 m i n u t e s ) .
12. Place on r a c k a n d cool.
Store in covered container.
13. Clean u p kitchen b y r e c ommended method on page 7.
14. Serve attractively with
cold milk.
BAR COOKIES

Maybe it's a good idea to look
over the basic kitchen rules once
more before you begin to make
bar cookies. The recipe for
Brownies is one that is fun to
make.
BROWNIES

(makes 18 cookies)
% cup fat
1 cup granulated sugar or
1 cup brown sugar packed
2 squares unsweetened
chocolate (2 ounces)
2 eggs, beaten
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
y% cup flour
V2 cup nuts, chopped
Equipment Needed

2 mixing bowls
8-inch square metal pan 2 inches
high
Set of metal measuring cups
Set of metal measuring spoons
Tablespoon
11 —

Spatula
Wooden spoon
Fork
Flour sifter
Waxed paper
Chopping board and kife or nut
chopper
Cooling rack
Hot pads
Small pan
1. Melt the chocolate over hot
water.
2. Cream the butter and sugar;
add the melted chocolate.
3. Beat the eggs and add them
to the chocolate mixture.
4. Add the flour and nuts.
5. Spread the batter about %
inch thick on a buttered shallow
pan and bake in a moderately hot
oven (375° F.) for 20 minutes.
6. A toothpick inserted in
cooked brownies should have a
little mixture clinging to it if
soft brownies are desired.
7. Allow to cool in pan for 15
to 20 minutes, then cut in
squares.
8. Store in a closely covered
container.
Variations

Spread batter in a 9-inch pan.
Cut in pie wedges and serve
topped with ice cream.
Hints: Many kinds of fruit beverages go well with rich bar
cookies such as brownies. Canned
or bottled fruit juices are good if
they are well chilled. Most of
them lose some of their flavor if
you chill them by pouring them
over ice. Discuss with your leader how to store these juices after
they have been opened. Use froz-

en fruit juices according to the
directions on the can.
HOMEY DATE BARS

(makes 2 dozen cookies)
3 eggs
1 cup honey
1 cup enriched flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
VJ teaspoon salt
1 pound chopped dates
1 cup nuts
Note: The same equipment is
used for Honey Date Bars as is
used for Brownies, except use
pan 8 by 11 inches.
1. Sift the flour, measure it,
and add the baking powder and
salt; sift again and add the
chopped dates and nuts.
2. Beat the eggs well and mix
with the honey.
3. Add the flour mixture to
the eggs and honey; mix well.
4. Spread the mixture VL to
y2 inch thick on a large tin.
5. Bake in a moderate oven
(350° F.) about 30 minutes.
6. Pack slabs wrapped in
waxed paper in a covered jar or
cake box and keep them at least
two weeks before you serve them.
Cut in strips and roll them in
powdered sugar.
7. If the date bars are not to
be aged before they are used, add
Vi cup of shortening to the mixture, creaming it with the honey.
The bars are then soft enough
for immediate serving; but even
with this addition of fat, they are
better when allowed to stand two
or three days.
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with a marshmallow or a dab of
whipped cream on top.
For Chocolate Milk
Add 1 tablespoon cocoa sirup
to a glass of cold milk. Stir well.
Serve.
For a Chocolate Milkshake
Add 1 tablespoon cocoa sirup
and 1 scoop of ice cream to 1
cup of milk in a jar. Shake well.
Peppermint ice cream would be
good! Serve in a glass.
FRUIT NOG
(serves 3)
y2 cup sugar
2 cups fruit juice
1 cup cold milk
!/2 cup cracked ice
Equipment Needed
Dry measuring cups
Liquid measuring cup
Saucepan
Covered jar
1. Heat the sugar and fruit
juice in a saucepan until the sugar is dissolved. Chill in the refrigerator.
2. Put the chilled mixture,
milk and cracked ice in a jar.
Shake to combine.

3. Pour into three glasses and
serve.
To make a fruit float — add a
scoop of ice cream to each glass.
Serve with a spoon.
Suggested fruit juices: Apricot,
peach.
PURPLE COW
(serves 2)
1 cup chilled grape juice
V-L CUP sugar
2 tablespoons milk
1 pint vanilla ice cream
1 small bottle ginger ale
Equipment Needed
Dry measuring cups
Liquid measuring cup
Mixing spoon
Covered jar
1. Shake the grape juice, sugar
and milk together in a quart jar.
2. Add the ginger ale and half
of the ice cream. Stir with a
spoon to blend.
3. Pour into two large glasses.
4. Top each with another
serving of ice cream and serve
with a spoon.

Let's Make Quick Hot Breads
Quick hot breads are simple to
make because they contain so
few ingredients. They make a
satisfactory lunch or supper dish
with sausages, ham or bacon, raw
vegetables and a simple dessert.
They are good for breakfast and
snacks, too.
You may want to try making
them from a mix, either a commercial one or one that your

mother makes. Or, you can make
them from "scratch."
Quick breads are good for you
when they are made with enriched flour, milk, eggs and fat.
They furnish you energy and
help build and regulate the body.
Biscuits
Follow the directions carefully
and you will find that tender and
flaky biscuits are quick and easy
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vigorously until it thickens
Biscuit Variations
(about 20 seconds or 20 strokes). ® Whole-wheat biscuits can be
made by substituting 1 cup of
6. Turn the dough onto the
whole-wheat flour for 1 cup of
lightly floured board and knead
enriched flour.
it for 20 seconds or 20 kneading
• Cheese biscuits are delicious
turns.
for lunch with a salad. They
7. Use light strokes with the
can be made by adding 2/3 cup
rolling pin and roll the dough to
of grated cheese to the biscuit
about Vz inch thickness and cut
mixture just before the liquid
with a floured 2-inch biscuit cutis added.
ter.
• Sour milk biscuits can be made
8. Use a spatula and place the
by substituting sour milk or
biscuits a half inch or more apart
buttermilk for fresh milk and
on an ungreased baking sheet.
sifting y± teaspoon baking soda
9. Bake at 425° F. for about
in with the other dry ingredi12 minutes.
ents.

This Might Happen To Your Biscuits
If your biscuits:
1. Are unevenly browned
2. Have a pale crust
3. Have uneven shape
4. Are tough
5. Are flat and heavy
6. Coarse grain
7. Have a dry crumb
8. Have a hard crust
9. Are crumbly — fall apart
10. Have off flavor

It
a.
b.
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
a.
b.
a.
b.
a.
a.
b.
a.
b.
a.
a.
b.
c.
d.

was because:
Too hot an oven
Uneven heat
Too slow an oven
Too stiff a dough
Flour on surface
Carelessness in handling
Uneven heat
Lack of fat
Too much handling
Wrong proportion of ingredients
Improper mixing
Improper mixing
Too stiff a batter
Overbaked
Too long baking
Baked in a dark pan
Too much fat
Stale ingredients
Too much baking powder
Too much salt
Too little salt

freezer. Place a double piece of
1. Heat waffle iron.
2. Sift flour, measure and sift wax paper between each waffle
and store them in freezer bags
with baking powder and salt.
3. Melt shortening in a pan or aluminum foil.
Your leader will show you how
over low heat.
to
a ''Drugstore Wrap" meth4. Add with egg yolks and od. do
Tear foil large enough to go
milk to dry ingredients.
around the waffle one and one5. Beat egg whites stiff and half times. Place waffles in center
fold into mixture.
of foil. Then hinge foil edges up
6. Bake in hot waffle iron.
together and roll down tightly
over
waffle. For an effective
Hint: If you have batter left over wrap the
you
need at least 3
from your pancakes or waffles, folds. Then will
press
out of the
place it in a covered pitcher or package, working air
from the cenbowl in the refrigerator. It may ter to the tabs. Carefully fold the
be kept in the refrigerator two edges of the ends into the center
days.
until you reach the waffle.
Freezing Hint: Did you have exLabel and Date Waffles
tra waffles? If so, why not freeze
them? Carefully bake them to a
Waffles may be stored in a
crisp brownness. Then cool on freezer up to a month, or in the
cake racks. After they are com- storage compartment of your repletely cooled, wrap them for the frigerator from 5 to 7 days.

Let's Make A Snack
We all like to have a snack
when we get home from a movie
or ball game.
Snacks can be very good for
us. Active girls and boys need
lots of good food for pep and
energy. A "Sloppy Joe" Hamburger is a good, snack, especially
if you have it with a milk drink.
Good for You!

The bun is made out of enriched flour that gives you energy, and builds good muscles
and blood. The hamburger and
cheese are important for growth.
The milk and cheese give you
calcium for strong bones.

"SLOPPY JOE" HAMBURGERS

3
1
%
1
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(makes 6 burgers)
tablespoons fat
small onion, chopped
green pepper, chopped
pound hamburger or
ground beef

1
1
14
8

cup catsup
teaspoon salt
teaspoon pepper
hamburger buns

Equipment Needed
Chopping board
Paring knife
Onion chopper, if you have one
Glass measuring cup
Set of metal measuring spoons
Rubber scraper
Kitchen fork or wooden spoon
Heavy skillet
Hot pads
1. Melt fat in heavy skillet.
2. Add onion and green pepper
and cook about 5 minutes. Don't
let the onion get brown.

3. Add meat and continue
cooking until pink color of meat
is gone. Stir once in a while.
4. Add catsup, salt and pepper
and cook slowly until flavors are
blended, about 15 minutes.
5. Serve in hamburger buns.
"Sloppy Joes" are a hamburger mixture cooked in a skillet,
without shaping the meat into
patties. You serve a generous
spoonful of the meat mixture on
a hamburger bun. (One reason
"Sloppy Joes" are such favorites
is that the meat can be cooked
ahead and reheated for serving.
It gets to taste better as it waits
— covered — in the refrigerator.)
They're good to serve when the
gang comes back to your house
after the game.

Cold milk and Snickerdoodles — a good pick-up for after school.
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4
1
4
4

pieces lengthwise. Put one slice
in each slit in the weiner.

SNUGGLED FRANKS
(serves 4)
frankfurters
slice processed cheese
slices bacon
weiner buns
butter

5. Wrap each frankfurter in
bacon starting at one end and
wrapping around and around.
Fasten each end with a toothpick.

6. Place in a small baking pan
Equipment Needed
and bake in the oven at 350° for
Paring knife
15 minutes until the bacon is
Toothpicks
done.
Small baking pan
7. Put the buns in a paper bag
Small paper bag
in
the oven during the last 7 or 8
1. Set the oven at 350°. Your minutes
to heat.
mother or leader will show you
how.
8. Butter the buns and serve
2. Cut a slit the length of each each frank in a bun.
"Snuggled Franks" can be prefrankfurter, almost, but not
pared
on an outdoor grill or
quite through.
roasted over hot coals for a pic3. Coat each cut side with nic. The roasting fork should be
mustard.
put through the sides of the
4. Cut the cheese in four franks.

Raw Vegetables Are Fun to Fix and Eat
You will want to eat plenty of
fresh crisp raw vegetables so you
will keep healthy gums, strong
muscles, and healthy skin.
RAW VEGETABLE PLATE
Raw vegetables should be
clean, cold and crisp. They
should be cut in easy-to-handle
pieces. The colors should be
cheerful and harmonizing and the
arrangement attractive.
Ingredients
Any raw vegetables you decide
to include.
Utensils
Paring knife
Cutting board

Attractive plate, platter or shallow dish
1. Scrub vegetables, using vegetable brush with stiff bristles.
2. If vegetable skins are tender, do not peel. If they must be
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peeled, scrape or peel very thinly. You don't want to buy vegetables and throw away the best
part.
3. Cut pieces for serving.
4. Chill all vegetables until

they are very cold.
5. Arrange in the prettiest
way you can. Don't overcrowd
the plate with vegetables.
6. Eat them! Yes, some of
each

Make A Pretty Vegetable Plate by
Choosing Some of These:
Cabbage,

Cut in wedges small enough to handle.

Red as well as green
Carrots
Celery

Cut in strips.
Cut in strips.

Cucumbers

Cut in strips or slices. Leave peeling if it
is tender.

Cauliflower

Separate in flowerets.

Lettuce

Separate into leaves or cut into wedges.

Onions

Slice mild, large onions and separate into
rings. Young green onions can be served
whole.

Green Peppers

Cut into rings with paring knife or kitchen
shears (some peppers make perfect 4-H
emblems).

Turnips

Cut into crosswise slices.

Radishes

Trim. Leave a few small leaves on some
of them.

Tomatoes

Slice or cut in wedges.

Make a carrot bonnet for your
plate. Cut a thin slice from the
big end of the carrot and thick
slice from the small end. Use a

bit of parsley or carrot top for
feather.
Fasten together with wooden
toothpick.
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pals or a family gathering. Good,
nutritious meals can be easily
prepared and served out-of-doors.
Outdoor cookery is one of the
very best forms of recreation. It
provides a simple way to entertain small or large groups, anytime.
You should do careful planning
for a successful outdoor meal:
Check your supplies, equipment,
and make sure you have things

all ready for a good time.
SUGGESTED MENUS

"Sloppy Joe" Hamburgers
Relish Plate
Snickerdoodles — fresh fruit
Ice cold chocolate milk
Snuggled Franks
Relish Plate
Brownies
Fruit Nog

Your Foods Record
For Fun In the Kitchen
NameJRural Route_

Town,

J3ox No-

Club NameLeader's Signature at Completion^
Equipment You Have on Hand or
Bought and Learned to Use:

Had On
Hand

Bought

Used

Dry measuring cups
Liquid measuring cups
Measuring spoons
Bread board or pastry cloth
Paring knife
Double boiler
Vegetable peeler
Did you learn to use your mother's range? The oven?

Yes

No

.Yes

The surface burners?

Did you learn the safety principles used by all cooks?
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Did
Not Use

Did You Make

No. of Times Family's Comment

Exhibited

Snickerdoodles
Other Cookies:
Brownies
Other Bar Cookies:
Milk Drinks
Biscuits
Waffles
Pancakes
Sloppy Joe Hamburgers
Snuggled Franks
„

_

_

Relish Plate

—

Set Table
Picnic or Party

Check (V) One
Are You Eating Foods for Good Health Everyday?

1 serving of a leafy, green or yellow vegetable
1 serving of citrus fruit, tomato or raw cabbage
2 servings of other fruits or vegetables
1 quart of milk
1 serving of meat, fish, poultry or dried beans
1 egg
2 servings of whole grain or enriched bread or
whole grain bread
Some butter or fortified margarine
— 2G —

Part Time

Always

How Good A Club Member
Have You Been?
Yes

No

1. I gave a demonstration to my club members
2. I gave a demonstration at local
Achievement Day
3. I gave a demonstration at County Fair
4. I served on a club committee
5. I had a club office
My oh)h hari

mefitine's. T att.pndprl

97 , ,

Tnpptings
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